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INTRODUCTION
Buying gear can be confusing with hundreds of specs to research and compare, but
with this guide I’ve compiled my best recommendations for you based on your
budget.
Remember, these are your tools. The more quality tools you have at your disposal,
the more you’ll be able to do.
Note: Most links here are affiliate links where I earn a small % commission at no extra
cost to you. It’s totally up to you if you decide to purchase using these links. If you do,
thank you for supporting my work!

With gratitude and excitement for your new studio...
Your friend,
Kevin Shen
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BEFORE YOU BUY
Buying gear, like much of the studio setup-process, is a matter of figuring out first
what matters most to you because there will always be compromises between
factors such as cost, convenience and effectiveness.

TO START, FIGURE OUT YOUR PRIORITIES
1. MONEY
How much budget do you have to work with?
How much money are you making with this investment?
What do you already own?
2. CONVENIENCE
Are you a perfectionist or procrastinator who finds it hard to take action
sometimes?
If so, you will especially want to reduce friction in your production process.
Choosing gear that reduces friction will likely be a crucial consideration for
your productivity.
If you can’t leave your studio assembled all the time because you live in that
space, consider investing in gear that reduces setup time, or takes up less space.
3. LONG TERM
If you buy a lower tier item and need to upgrade in the near future, are you okay
with that? Or do you prefer to buy what you need first?
In some areas (like camera bodies), technology changes fast, so only buy
what fits your needs for the next 2-3 years because once you get to the next
skill level, new features will be available on the new cameras. Cameras also
decrease in resale value quickly, so you can often get a hefty discount
(roughly 25-50% or more) after waiting a few years.
In other areas (like lenses), gear stays relevant for decades, so you may
consider choosing a higher-quality lens and buying it used.
4. FLEXIBILITY
Do you have other needs for this equipment? Will you be filming a lot of content
in other situations like vlogging, having a camera-person follow you around, or
getting slow-mo and B-roll shots?
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BUDGET TIERS
PRO
Best Long-Term Investment. Don’t worry about price, just focus on your business.
The total for this tier may come out to about ~$3,000+
Rough breakdown: $1,000 for lighting, $1,100 for audio.
Lens and camera would depend heavily on what camera + lens you already have,
but mentally budget about $600 for a specific lens or $1,000 to upgrade your
camera

INTERMEDIATE
Delivers good results for what you need now, but you may decide to upgrade in the
future
The total for this tier may come out to about $1,000+
Rough breakdown: $500 for lighting and $250 for audio
I would budget about $100-$300 for a lens upgrade, depending on which
camera/lenses you own.

ECONOMICAL
Affordable solutions to get you started if you're on a budget.
The total for this tier may come out to about $100+
Rough breakdown: $75 for lighting, and $35 for audio
If you use the lights you already own, all you’ll need is the mic

FREE
Use what you have. Save money, and the environment :)
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LIGHTING
KEY LIGHTS
Your key light is most important. Get something with a diffuser and grid. For all light
purchases, you will need to buy a light stand separately unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
Considerations
1. Size of the diffuser
2. Light quality
3. Space Constraints

PRO
~$950 Aputure 120d II + Softbox
This is the preferred light used by myself and many top YouTubers. The powerful
light + large surface area makes this a very flattering light source. (You will need
both the light and softbox.)

1. Light: Aputure 120d II (or this cheaper off-brand alternative:
Godox VL 150)

2. Softbox: Aputure light dome ii (or this cheaper option:
NiceFoto Bowens mount 35”), or this smaller softbox for smaller
spaces.

3. You will need a heavy duty light stand. Regular light stands
may tip over
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INTERMEDIATE
~$300 Neewer SL-60W + Softbox
You will need both the light and softbox. This is a cheaper alternative to the Pro
options, but expect a little more fan noise

1. Light: Neewer SL-60W

2. Softbox: NiceFoto Bowens mount 35” (or this smaller softbox for
smaller spaces)

3. You will need a heavy duty light stand. Regular light stands may
tip over

ECONOMICAL
~$75 Softbox Kit
1. $75 2-Piece Softbox Kit
You can use one of these lights as your side or top light too. Doesn’t
have a grid.

FREE
Use what you have at home. Drape a shower curtain in front of a light leaving 1-2
feet of space for diffusion and so it doesn’t catch on fire. Caution: Be careful with this
setup.
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SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS
These are way more flexible than the key light. For all light purchases, you will need
to buy a light stand separately unless explicitly stated otherwise. You can also mix
and match lights based on your needs, as covered in the course.

PRO

$749 Aputure Mini 20 Kit
Lets you shape and control where your light hits you

$139 Falcon Eyes F7 12W RGB Led Light
This is another great option for a top light or to illuminate the
background. It can create any color of the rainbow and is
battery-powered.
To place this above your head, you will need a boom stand
found in the light stand section below.
You may want to get a long power cable as well so you can
power this light for longer shoots.

INTERMEDIATE
$169 Neewer 480 Bicolor LED Panel
This pack comes with 2, so you can use these for multiple
purposes in your studio.

ECONOMICAL

$75 2-Piece Softbox Kit
You can use one as your key light and one as a top or side light.
You can use any household lamp for the remaining light.
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CAMERA
There are many cameras on the market, so your choice would depend on your
needs. Some factors to consider:
Interchangeable lenses (This would be a DSLR or Mirrorless camera. Point-andshoot cameras will give much less background blur)
Resolution. Definitely should film in 1080 HD resolution at the very LEAST. Many
cameras go up to 4K and higher, but not necessary.
Reliable Face/Eye-Detect Autofocus (Canon and Sony would be my
recommendation)
Sensor size (Full-frame helps you get more background blur than crop sensors)
Mic jack. Has a mic jack for audio input
Manual sound levels. Lets you manually set sound recording levels
Sound meters. Has live sound meters
Flip-out screen. So you can see yourself. (Especially helpful if you are filming on
your own or doing vlogging)
High frame rates for slow motion
IBIS (In-Body Image Stabilization) for B-roll or vlogging
Log color profiles (For more advanced creators who want to do color grading)

LENSES
Lens choice depends on your camera brand and lens-mount type, as well as how
wide you’d like to film your shot, which we go over in the course.
Overall I’d recommend lenses with the attributes listed below.
Lens Mount Type
Make sure that the lens you buy will be compatible with your camera. Ask your local
camera shop if you’re not sure.
Low F-Number
This is the number on your lens that says how wide the light hole in the lens can
open up. This is usually denoted as f/__ on the Amazon product page, or as 1:__
written on the lens itself. For example, 2.8 would be written as f/2.8 or 1:2.8
Focal length between 20mm - 50mm for full-frame cameras, and between 16-35mm
for crop sensor (smaller sensor) cameras.
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CAMERA + LENS
COMBOS
CAMERA
Here are the camera + lenses I used in the course:
Camera: Canon EOS R *

Adapter for Canon EF lenses**

*Note: I film in 1080 HD resolution. (This camera crops in when shooting 4K, so I
usually just film in 1080 HD.)

LENSES
1. Sigma 24mm f/1.4 (EF Mount) This is a phenomenal lens for
background blur. On a full-frame, you’ll be about 2ft (60cm)
from the camera. On a crop sensor, you will need to be about 3ft
(1m) away.

2. Sigma 35mm f/1.4 (EF Mount) Another phenomenal lens for
background blur. On a full-frame, you’ll be about 3ft (1m) from
the camera. On a crop sensor, you will need to be about 4ft
(120cm) away. (I use the official Canon version of this lens, but
this one made by Sigma is much cheaper & still top quality.)

Another great cheap lens you can consider: Yongnuo 35mm f/2
(EF Mount) Great background blur on a low budget.

**Note: The Canon EOS R has the newer RF type lens mount. This is why I use an
adapter in order to use the most common Canon EF lenses on this camera.
You'll need one too unless you have RF lenses made for this camera.
RF lenses are much more expensive since they are newer, so I recommend this
as a cheaper way to save some money while still using top-quality lenses. If you
don’t want to use an adapter, you may consider this 35mm f/1.8 RF lens
Dream Studio Course by Kevin Shen, LLC
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A Cheaper Camera Option You Can Consider
Camera: Canon M50
This comes with a beginner lens. But here are some lenses you
can upgrade to. (These need to be EF-M type lenses)

Lenses:
Canon EF-M 22mm f/2
Sigma EF-M 16mm f/1.4

AUDIO
MICROPHONES
Mic tech doesn’t change as much as cameras do, so investing in a good mic will
save you money in the long run from spending on lower tier mics you’ll grow out of.

PRO
One of these mics:
1. Shotgun Mic: $999 Sennheiser MKH416 This is the mic I
use. It’s ~50 years old and the most popular mic in Hollywood

2. Podcaster Mic: $399 Shure Sm7B (which will show up on
camera)

You can’t connect these mics directly to your camera since it
needs extra power, so you’ll also need a recorder that can
handle XLR inputs: $199 Zoom H4n Pro Recorder
You’ll also need:

$10 XLR cable to connect your mic to the recorder (This one
is 10 ft long. Pick a cable length that works for your needs,
but err on the longer side. Remember, it needs to traverse
both horizontal AND vertical distance to reach your mic)
$6 3.5mm male-to-male cable to connect your recorder to
your camera
Dream Studio Course by Kevin Shen, LLC
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INTERMEDIATE
This is a shotgun mic that you don’t need separate equipment for.
Plugs directly into your camera.

$249 Rode VideoMic NTG
If you plan to do any vlogging, this is a great multipurpose mic.
It’s not the best as a studio mic, but it’s better than your camera
mic if you can only afford one mic for both situations. If
vlogging, also consider getting a fuzzy cover for your mic to
reduce wind noise outdoors. Since this is designed to sit on your
camera, it has a short cable. So for your studio, you will need an
extension cable. This one’s great because it has an 90-degree
plug so it doesn’t block your flip-out camera screen if your mic
port happens to be on the same side.

ECONOMICAL
$39 Lavalier mic aka “lav” or “lapel” mic

SPECIAL CASES
$179-249 A Wireless Lav Mic If you’re going to film any shots
that require you to be moving around or talking farther away
from the camera. You can get one, two, or more mics on a single
receiver to accommodate any co-hosts or guests you may have.
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MISCELLANEOUS
STANDS: Light Stands + Boom Stands + Tripod
Light Stands
$29 Light stands (2-pack)
$38 Mini light stands (2-pack)

Boom Stands
$79 Adjustable Boom Stand This is a light stand that has an
adjustable boom arm to mount your mic and/or hair light above
you. Depending on your setup, you may need 0, 1, or 2 of these.

Podcaster Mic Stand
$14 Adjustable Desk-Mounted Mic Arm

Tripod
Any basic tripod will do, as long as it’s secure and tall enough for
your needs. Here’s the primary one I use if you’re curious.

SOUND BLANKETS
Either this: ~$50-60 each Specialized sound blankets
I’d recommend getting multiple of these to hang on all flat
walls in your studio since those produce the most echo. Put at
least one on the wall behind your camera (the wall you face
when you are talking to the camera) to block your voice from
reflecting back into the mic. Opt to get grommets (prereinforced holes) so it’s easier to hang your blankets from nails
in your wall.

Or this: $15 Moving blankets
You can also use moving blankets if on a budget but these don’t
work as well
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TELEPROMPTERS
Either this: ~$99 Parrot Teleprompter
Not great for filming wide shots, as the edges of the box get in
the frame once you go wider than ~30mm (on full frame sensor
cameras) or ~45mm (on cropped sensor cameras)

Or this: $199 Larger Teleprompter
This has a larger glass screen and you can move your lens up
real close to it for filming wider shots than you can achieve on
the Parrot teleprompter

Teleprompter Screen
For both of these, you will need to use your phone (or iPad
works too on the larger teleprompter) and download software
to display your script. I recommend the PromptSmartPro app
for iOS/Android since it has voice recognition and will scroll your
script for you automatically.`

BACKGROUNDS
Paint or stick-and-peel adhesive wallpaper
Backdrops:
If you opt for a backdrop, I recommend getting the 107”
wide paper roll from Savage, in whichever color you choose.
I don’t recommend cloth because they are harder to keep
flat compared to paper.

$43 Backdrop Stand for Paper Backgrounds

Gels for lighting your background.
Gels for (both types of) the Neewer lights recommended
earlier. These gels are relatively thick plastic, so you cut them
down to the size of the white diffuser filter (the translucent
white plastic square over the LEDs) and then slide them into
place on top of the diffuser filter. You can attach these rigid
filters to other lights using binder clips as shown in the
Amazon product photos.

For other lights where it would be hard to attach rigid plastic
gels, you may need this more flimsy kind of gel which is
more flexible to wrap around the front of your light. This is
more versatile, but less convenient. If your light has a place
to mount a filter, I’d recommend the gels above.
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When mounting anything close to light bulbs, be careful of possible
fire danger. So double check manufacturer instructions and exercise
caution.
For my fake daylight shots, I use this tube light to cast diffuse light
on the wall. I mounted it to a light stand with a super clamp and
ball head.
I flipped the ball head around so it’s mounted on the light stand
¼” screw and screwed into the super clamp. The clamp then
holds the tube. I used tape to secure the bottom of the light to
the stand as a backup in case the clamp loosened.
Be very careful with this setup though so you don’t crush your
light or drop it. If you’re not sure, you can also use one or two
cheap softboxes placed one above the other.

For an orange glow, here's an LED bulb similar to the one I used in
my lamp.

This is the frosted window covering I use if you'd like to diffuse
daylight for a more even flattering glow.

HARD DRIVES
Use slower (cheaper) drives for longer-term storage, and your
faster (pricier) drives for files you access often.
For most relatively recent computers with USB-C ports
$153 LaCie 5TB USB-C Hard Drive

For long-term bulk storage
$144 SeaGate Hard Drive (this is 8TB but you can pick even
larger sizes). This is slightly cheaper per GB but is more hassle
(requires power plug, not USB-C so it’s slower to transfer files)
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MUSIC FOR VIDEOS (COPYRIGHT-FREE)
Musicbed - I like this one for introspective, cinematic sounds

Epidemic Sound - This is the cheap option that has lots of pop and
electronic music and sound effects

Artlist - This one is great if you need music for ads or courses you will
be selling. Use my link here for 2 extra months free :)

MOUNTING SOLUTIONS
Inspired by questions I got from many of you :)
Velcro ties to keep wires organized

$6 Screw size adapter if needed (many mic mounts have the
larger ⅜” thread which needs to be made smaller to fit ¼”
monopod or tripod

$14 Super clamps with (male-to-male) ball heads for adding a
¼” attachment point in odd places, such as on a tripod leg or
light stand shaft

$14 Super clamps with (female-to-male) ball heads for adding a
clamp to ¼” screw tips on light stands or tripods

Extra tripods and stands always come in handy
Again any basic tripod will do, as long as it's secure and tall
enough for your needs. Here's the primary one I use if you're
curious.
Switchpod (this is a wonderful tripod for vlogging.
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NOTES & DISCLAIMERS
BUYING USED GEAR
I’ve saved $ hundreds by buying used gear in the past. I would recommend buying
used gear if you can verify that it’s in decent condition. So if possible, check places
like Facebook Marketplace for used gear. It’ll save you money and be good for the
environment.

AFFILIATE LINKS
Most links in this resource are affiliate links where I earn a small % commission at no
extra cost to you. It’s totally up to you if you decide to purchase using these links. If
you do, thank you for supporting my work!

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER AND RELEASE
These are my recommendations for most common situations, however it’s
ultimately your responsibility to ensure that you are purchasing the right
equipment since product listings may change over time and each person’s situation
is unique. You agree to hold Kevin Shen and Kevin Shen, LLC harmless from any
claims or loss relating in any way to your use of the Recommendation. You are
responsible for your own safety in using any of this gear. So please follow all
manufacturer instructions and remember to be safe!
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